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Recent Developments
At the University of Toronto, major re-organizations in the Earth and Environmental
Sciences affect teaching and research in Geophysics. The Faculty of Arts &
Sciences Strategic Planning Committee recommended (1) the creations of a new
Department of Earth Sciences and (2) that the future home of Geophysics will be in
the Department of Earth Sciences. In the summer of 2013, the “Teck Chair in
Exploration Geophysics” moved to the Department of Earth Sciences.

Direction of Research
Seismic imaging of high impedance mineral and gas hydrate deposits
Applying conventional seismic exploration techniques to image gas hydrate
accumulations or deep mineral deposits poses a problem: seismic wave scattering
caused by strong local contrasts in physical rock properties. Massive sulfides exhibit
variable compressional and shear wave velocities but density contrasts often exceed
50%. Gas hydrate accumulations are characterized by high compressional and shear
wave contrasts (up to 100%), highly variable attenuation (Q-factor) and no significant
density contrasts.
Modeling studies of such local high impedance (velocity-density product) contrasts
require accurate 3D geological/petrophysical models consistent with all available
borehole geophysical, geological and structural data. When strong local contrasts in
physical rock properties are present, seismic waves are scattered by the
inhomogeneities. Two effects can be observed: the attenuation of the transmitted
(direct) wave, the excitation of seismic coda (due to P-S wave conversion). Robust
modeling capabilities of strong seismic impedance contrasts are important for a
better understanding of wave propagation effects in small scale structures. 3D
elastic/visco-elastic modeling of high impedance exploration targets (massive
sulfides and gas hydrates) revealed that local high impedance exploration targets
(massive sulfides and gas hydrates) revealed that local high impedance contrasts
lead to strong and complex scattering responses, often dominated by converted
shear waves. In addition, amplitude focusing caused by the shape of the deposit
(scale factors) will lead to pronounced amplitude versus offset/azimuth trends. Thus
seismic data acquisition geometries and source frequencies must be carefully
selected in order to observe characteristic amplitude and phase variations. If
observed, the scattering response may serve as a diagnostic tool to classify the
composition of the seismic exploration target.
The 3D earth/exploration models will be based on full waveform sonic and density
logs, VSP, 2D/3D seismic data and extensive drill hole data bases from some of the
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largest massive sulfide and gas hydrate deposits on earth (the Red Dog Zn-Pb
deposit in Alaska, Ni-Cu deposits at Thompson and Sudbury, gas hydrate
accumulations in the Mackenzie Delta (NWT)).

New Collaborative Research Projects
Acknowledgement – Research Supports
In 2013-2014, research grants were provided by NSERC (Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada), CEMI (Center for Excellence in Mining
Innovation) for evaluation of geophysical monitoring tools and techniques in deep
mines (the SUMIT ORF project).


Rock Mass Characterization and Monitoring (SUMIT: Smart Underground
Monitoring and Integrated Technologies for Deep Mining Project) A
collaborative ORF proposal (SUMIT) was submitted by Laurentian University,
University of Toronto and Queen’s University for the integration of novel
technology into the mineral resource extraction process. The SUMIT project
develops data collection, information and energy management strategies,
control systems and smart engineering techniques to assist in reducing risks
at deep underground mines. (a 3 year project: 2013-2016)
Collaborative interdisciplinary research teams are addressing many
of the barriers currently delaying the establishment of new mines
and the deepening of existing mines. These outstanding teams are
helping to develop new ways to mitigate and manage risks,
accelerate mine development and reduce energy consumption by:
capturing and sharing data in innovative ways from underground
environments to optimize deep underground mine design and
construction techniques and also developing communications
hardware/software, data storage, security and sharing control
systems and related technologies.



The NSERC-CRD “Integrated multi-parameter footprints of ore systems: The
next generation of ore deposit models” will provide the experimental and
computational framework for advances in exploration geophysics and
petrophysical studies of large Copper, Uranium and Gold deposits in Canada
(a 5 year project: 2013-2018).
Mineral exploration in Canada is increasingly focused on concealed
and deeply buried targets, requiring more effective tools to detect
large-scale ore-forming systems and to vector from their most distal
margins to their high-grade cores. This network has been formed to aid
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the mining industry in discovering the next generation of mineral
deposits. The network includes 42 researchers from 24 universities
across Canada and 45 industry collaborators from 27 mining, mineral
exploration, and mineral exploration service companies, with initial
funding and in-kind support from the Canada Mining Innovation
Council and the Collaborative Research and Development Program of
the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
Phase I of the first project will establish the linkages between different
kinds of geological, mineralogical, geochemical, and geophysical data
at three of Canada's most important ore deposit types to discover new
combinations of measurable parameters that define the footprints of
ore systems.

Highlights 2014/2015
We
combine
the
development of new
geophysical
exploration
technology/methodology with the drilling projects conducted by industry (mineral
exploration in Canada) or International Continental Drilling Projects ICDP) (gas
hydrates, impact craters and hydrothermal systems). Ongoing research projects
focus on unique pressure-temperature conditions related to meteorite impacts
(Bosumtwi, Ghana; Chicxulub, Mexico; Sudbury & Wanapitei, Canada; Monturaqui,
Chile), the physical properties of permafrost and gas hydrates (Mackenzie Delta,
Canada) and 3D seismic research projects for deep mineral exploration (Ontario,
Quebec, New Brunswick, Alaska, Ireland and Athabasca Basin) (Figure 1).
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Project

A

Malik, NWT, Canada

Permafrost & Gashydrate studies
3D seismic imaging

B

Athabasca Basin, Canada

Borehole Geophysics
MacArthur River Mines

C

Chicxulub, Mexico

Hydrothermal System
Meteorite Impact

D

Monturaqui Impact Crater, Chile

Geophysics and Geology

E

Bosumtwi, Ghana

Scientific Drilling
Hydrothermal System
Meteorite Impact

F

Bathurst Mining Camp, NB, Canada

Physical Rock Properties of
Massive Sulfides

G

Sudbury, Ontario, Canada

Meteorite Impact
Physical Rock Properties
Borehole Geophysics

H

Outokumpo, Finland

Physical Rock Properties
Scientific Drilling

I

Val d’Or, Quebec, Canada

3D Seismic Imaging, borehole geophysics

J

Thompson, Manitoba

Petrophysics
3D Seismic Drilling

K

Mjoeinir Meteorite Impact, Barent Sea, Norway

Scientific Drilling

L

Perth, Western Australia

Groundwater exploration

M

Alaska, USA

Physical rock properties; Seismic Imaging
for Mineral exploration

N

Ireland

Physical rock properties; Seismic Imaging
for Mineral exploration

O

Athabasca Basin

Borehole Geophysics. Vertical seismic
profiling (VSP) Mineral Exploration.

Figure 1: Location map of past, current and future scientific drilling projects, seismic and borehole geophysical
studies conducted between 2003 and 2014.
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Current Research Projects
Elastic and viscoelastic modeling of seismic waves
in the Athabasca Basin, Canada (Shi et al., 2014)
Seismic data quality is controlled by either the variable p-wave reflectivity or the
strong attenuation conditions for the uranium exploration in the Athabasca Basin,
northern Saskatchewan, Canada. This study re-evaluates these conditions through
the analysis of synthetic data generated from elastic and viscoelastic seismic wave
simulations. The 2D model considering in-situ heterogeneity conditions is created
based on geophysical logs. The calculation of p-p and p-s reflectivity using the
Zoeppritz equation, based on borehole p-wave velocity measurements and s-wave
velocity estimations, implies a potential phase changing p-wave amplitude versus
offset (AVO) response. The seismic wavefield simulation is recorded both
horizontally on the surface and vertically in a borehole. The synthetic data reveals the
effect of widespread alterations above the basement unconformity on seismic data
quality, and suggests the necessity of further improvements on the processing and
interpretation of future seismic work. The viscoelastic model is using various Q
factors for the evaluation of attenuation effects caused by the local complex geology.
The comparison of the field VSP data and the synthetic seismic record with different
Q values indicates a very strong attenuating condition in the Athabasca Basin.
The Athabasca Basin located in northern Saskatchewan and Alberta, Canada holds
the world’s largest high-grade uranium deposit controlled by the unconformity
between Mesoproterozoic Athabasca sedimentary sequence and Paleoproterozoic
metamorphic basement rocks.
Often, overburden (Figure 2) controls the local seismic data quality. Unconsolidated
Quaternary glacial deposits, consisting of poorly sorted sand and gravel, form the
overburden with variable thickness. The underlying Athabasca Group is mainly
composed of highly fractured and brine saturated sandstones. Intensely
paleoweathered zones are observed overlying the surface of the basement
unconformity. The friction mechanism with low confining pressure and highly
mobilized fluids causes a significant energy loss during seismic wave propagation.
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Figure 2: A schematic sketch of subsurface geology near uranium deposits
(modified from Jefferson et al., 2007). The Athabasca Group sandstone is subdivided
into fore sandstone sequence.

The 2D model for the numerical wavefield simulation is shown in Figure 3. The
dimension is 2500 m in width and 1500 m in depth. The Athabasca Group sandstone
in the model consists of three subunits: a gradual velocity increasing layer (above
300 m), a thin layer within the sedimentary sequence (300 m-350 m) and the highvelocity Read Formation (350-~650 m). The velocity contrast along the unconformity
is ~500 m/s. The fault and the altered mineralization zone are set with different swave velocities from the surrounding basement rock.
The simulation of the elastic wavefield uses SOFI2D software package (Bohlen,
2002). An example of each of the down-hole and surface recorded p-wave synthetic
data is shown in Figure 3. The unconformity reflection can be distinguished from the
p-p event produced by the thin layer within the Athabasca sandstone. However, it
tends to be overlapped by the s-p wave from that layer at far offsets because it is
propagating with a similar apparent velocity. In contrast, up-going reflected, VSP
recorded p-waves from the unconformity are clear from those interferences for two
reasons. First, surface waves do no penetrate deep enough. Second, the s-p
conversion is limited at zero offset.
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Figure 3: The model used for wavefield simulations (upper middel, modified from
Bohlen, 2002), the VSP recorded p-wave component of the elastic wavefield (upper
left) and the surface recorded p-wave component of the elastic wavefield (bottom
right). The Athabasca Group sandstone in the model (upper right) consists of a
gradual velocity changing zone overlying a thin layer within the sedimentary
sequence. The Read Formation directly contacting basement rocks is set with a
relatively high p-wave velocity, yielding a low velocity contrast with the underlying
material. The blue area represents the altered mineralization zone, and the black line
represents the fault zone (middle of the model). Seismic velocity and density are set
differently within these units. Major events are indicated on the surface record. UC
stands for the basement unconformity. The bottom left three figures displays the
horizontal, vertical and s-wave components of the recorded elatic wave field in the
time window indicated in the p-wave component. The p-s wave from the
unconformity is distinguishable on either the horizontal or the s-wave component
record, and arrives about 100 ms later than that of the p-p relfection.
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Multicomponent 2D and 3D seismic exploration survey has been conducted in the
Athabasca Basin. The imaging of the basement unconformity and the alteration zone
should be considered as difficult targets because of the possible low seismic p-wave
reflectivity and strong attenuation conditions. The information in the multicomponent
3D seismic data may allow further detailed mapping of where the reflected p-wave
imaging fails. In the low p-wave impedance contrast region, the analysis or inversion
of amplitude derived attributes (e.g. Poisson’s ratio) could be useful for the detection
of alteration zones. In addition, s-waves could joint with p-waves to image the
unconformity because of a different AVO behavior. The strong attenuation condition
lowers the signal-to-noise ratio of the original field record, but may cause
measureable body wave dispersion, which will allow the analysis of Q factors
providing new potential attribute anomalies for inversion. The modeling study will be
used to guide processing of multicomponent converted s-waves of the seismic data
in the Athabasca Basin. S-wave velocity measurements in the future may offer better
results for both modeling and inversion procedures.

In-Mine Seismic Imaging Revisited
(Milkereit et al., 2014)
Currently, only microseismicity is used as a proxy for stress near deep mines.
However, most of the physical properties of crystalline rocks are highly stress
dependent. As such, the nonlinear and anisotropic variability of the in situ P- and Swave velocities can potentially be linked directly to changes in the stress field. At an
in-mine seismic laboratory, multi-component sensor arrays are deployed in multiple
locations (3D) allowing for both controlled source and passive recordings.
Previous in-mine seismic observatories have experienced a number of challenges
with regards to sensitivity and longevity. Hence, the geothermally cool but highly
stressed Sudbury mining camp offers a favourable setting for fundamental research
in to time-lapse monitoring of seismicity, stress, and stress dependent physical
properties at a deep mine.
Mine development imposes stress changes in the surrounding rock that typically
induce or trigger seismicity with a wide range of magnitudes. These microseismic
events typically have high frequency content up to a few kHz that leads to small
wavelengths on the order of a few meters in hard rock environments (Figure 4). It
should be noted that in-mine controlled-source seismic exploration methods such as
cross-well seismic for ore-body delamination operate in the hundreds of Hertz to kHz
range.
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Figure 4: The spectrum of different acquired seismic data at a mine site shows
frequency range of more than 8 orders of magnitude (Valley et. al., 2012).
The complexity of scattered seismic waves due to effects of strong elastic contrasts
are illustrated using a 2D/3D finite difference modelling method [Bohlen, 2002]. With
the recent availability of detailed 3D rock property models of mines, in addition to the
development of efficient numerical techniques and parallel computation facilities, a
solution for the propagation of seismic waves at the mine size scale is achievable.
Modelling results in Figure 5 clearly show the complexity of the propagating waves in
mine models. For those models with a central source at frequencies above 500 Hz,
energy is more scattered and amplitude variation is more significant. Also at some
locations the presence of shadow zone is observed. Moreover, the cemented backfill
region, a low velocity region, has trapped the energy and this effect is more dominant
for S-waves.

Figure 5: Snapshots of scattered seismic wave for P and S wave. On the left, model
represents orebodies hosted in gneiss and norite background. On the right, parts of
orebodies are mined out and remaining voids are backfill cemented.
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A Modeling Study of Broadband Seismic Wave Propagation
in a Deep Mine
(Saleh et al., 2014)
Understanding the propagation of seismic waves in a presence of very strong elastic
contrasts, such as topography, tunnels and ore-bodies is still a challenge. Safety in
mining is a major concern and seismic monitoring is the main tool here. For
engineering purposes, amplitudes (peak particle velocity/acceleration) and travel
times of seismic events (mostly blasts or microseismic events) are critical parameters
that have to be determined at various locations in a mine. These parameters are
useful in preparing risk maps or to better understand the process of spatial and
temporal stress distributions in a mine. Simple constant velocity models used for
mine monitoring, cannot explain the observed complexities in scattered seismic
waves. In hard-rock environments modeling of elastic seismic wavefield require
detailed 3D petrophysical, infrastructure and topographical data to simulate the
propagation of seismic wave with a frequencies up to few kilohertz. In this study, the
effects of strong elastic contrasts on the propagation of broadband seismic
waves will be illustrated using 2D/3D finite difference method.
With the recent availability of detailed 3D rock property models of mines, in addition
to the development of efficient numerical techniques and parallel computation
facilities, a solution for the propagation of seismic waves at the mine size level is
achievable. In order to model the effects of high elastic contrasts on the propagation
of seismic waves within a 3D underground mine, a full elastic/viscoelastic finite
difference time domain modeling package is used [Bohlen, 2002]. To visualize the
possible effects, a vertical 2D section from a 3D detailed petrophysics model of an
underground mine was used here and illustrated in Figure 6. Model dimension is 640
m x 640 m x 480m in x, y and z direction respectively. A Ricker wavelet signal with a
varied central frequency of 50, 150, 500, 1000 Hz was used here. The model is
discretized into structured grids with the grid cell sizes varied between 0.25 m to 2 m,
chosen based on the selected source central frequency for each simulation.
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Figure 6: On the left, a petrophysical vertical 2D section of a Canadian mine model
extracted from complete 3D mine model including ore bodies, tunnels and stopes.
Table on the right, illustrates the elastic properties of different rock types associate
with the mine model on the left.
A homogeneous velocity background model is inaccurate in deep mines due to the
presence of very strong elastic contrasts. This very heterogeneous medium results in
a complexity of wave propagation with variations in amplitude, travel time, and
phase. The significance of these effects strongly depends on the size, shape,
petrophysical properties and the frequency content of seismic source. The modelling
results verify the amplification effects at regions with high Vp/Vs ratio (such as voids
or cemented backfill) for both P and S wave amplitudes. Sources of higher frequency
content displayed changes in polarity and/or creation of shadow zones. The
observed complexity of the wave propagation suggests the necessity for further
consideration of such effects in the determination of focal mechanisms and full
moment tensor inversions.

Building 3D stochastic exploration models from
borehole geophysical and petrophysical data: A Case
Study
(Bongajum et al., 2014)

Geostatistical tools can be applied to a petrophysical database for constructing a 3D
exploration model that honours the statistics of the physical properties observed from
borehole logs and cores. The framework for using geostatistics in this study is
primarily supported by the presence of a relatively dense spatial sampling within the
study area of various borehole information which is otherwise absent or sparsely
available in most exploration projects. Sequential Gaussian simulation (SGS) based
on cokriging can be useful to constrain the 3D exploration model by incorporating the
correlation between existing information of various categories based on a
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preestablished hierarchy. We show an application of SGS where the derived
stochastic density models are used for base metal exploration in the Nash Creek
area, New Brunswick, Canada.
The proposed strategy for building 3D
heterogeneous exploration models honours the information at all available borehole
locations. Such heterogeneous models are useful in assessing the impact of
heterogeneity on a variety of geophysical imaging methods, such as those applicable
to near surface exploration problems in groundwater, environmental and
geotechnical investigations. In this work, the statistical analysis of the rock densities
and geochemical data suggests that the disseminated nature of the sulfide rich zones
may undermine the effectiveness of geophysical imaging techniques such as seismic
and gravity.
Rock physics measurements, geochemical data and variogram analysis
Given that the diameters of drillholes in Nash Creek are small and the boreholes
were not suitable for gamma-gamma logging tools, formation densities were
measured on cores via the buoyancy method. Density data were recorded from
cores taken from 32 boreholes. In order to minimize the errors from the data in our
study, the instruments used were calibrated by using an aluminum sample with
known density. Sampling intervals ranged from 0.5 m-1 m, resulting in approximately
6000 density data points, complemented by geochemical data (e.g. Zn%). From the
32 drillholes, we selected 17 which formed two intersecting borehole profiles, and it is
based on this data subset that the geostatistical study was performed. Although the
sampled density measurements alone do not constitute an exhaustive data set, the
large data sample size and the fact that density sampling was done from surface to
bottom of most boreholes.
This study demonstrates the application of geostatistical methods to build a 3D
stochastic exploration model that is based on the integration of petrophysical,
geochemical and borehole geophysics information. The availability of multiple
attributes that characterize the state of rocks from a dense distribution of boreholes
provides a necessary framework for building stochastic 3D exploration models.
Collocated cokriging can be used to further refine the 3D model by accommodating
the spatial correlation between various rock property variables according to some
predefined hierarchy. We used this geostatistical approach to locally characterize the
3D distribution of the rock mass of a shallow base metal deposit in New Brunswick,
Canada. Variogram analysis of the density logs support that the high grade zones
are highly disconnected and that the fluctuations in density values exist well below
sampling intervals of 0.5m. These stochastic density and geochemical models are
useful in assessing the uncertainty in resource evaluation as well as implications for
various geophysical imaging methods such as seismic and gravity methods. This
study suggests that the sulfide distribution at Nash Creek is the primary factor that
controls the geophysical detectability of ore targets.
A potential spin-off application from such stochastic modeling includes the use of
both density and Zn% model volumes to assess the uncertainty in resource
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evaluation (Figure 7). This can be addressed by using several joint simulations of
density and the existing geochemical data.

Figure 7: 3D View showing the distribution of the Zn% data locations within study
area: A sample SGS realization for Zn% in MVA. A reference location (well A) is also
indicated. Well A has collocated density and Zn% information. Normal score
variogram model: ax = ay = 30m; az = 24m; Nugget = 0.38, Sill =1.

Spectral-element
propagation in
applications

simulation
exploration

of
elastic wave
and geotechnical

(Zheng et al., 2013)
A fully-developed 2D SEM community software package SPECFEM2D
(downloadable from http://www.geodynamics.org) is applied to simulate seismic
wave propagation in complex models that include both solid and fluid media,
undulation of major discontinuities and strong lateral heterogeneities. In
SPECFEM2D, polynomials of degree 4 associated with 5 GLL control points are
used as basis functions to interpolate functions on each element. The SPECFEM2D
package is an open-source MPI-based package that can be readily used in parallel.
Another advantage of the SPECFEM2D package is that it supports not only the builtin mesher which is suitable for models with simple and regular geometries, but also
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mesh built by external quadrilateral/hexahedral meshing softwares such as CUBIT
(http://cubit.sandia.gov), which provide more flexibility to the creation of high-quality
mesh for complex media. All the quadrilateral meshes used in this paper are created
with CUBIT. The SEM simulation examples presented are restricted to isotropic
elastic and/or acoustic media, however, features such as full anisotropy,
poroelasticity and attenuation are also implemented in the SPECFEM2D package
and may be incorporated for future studies.
Simulation for Geotechnical Application
We simulate wave propagation in three homogeneous 2D models with increasing
free-surface complexity for an openpit mine scenario (Figure 8). Snapshots and
synthetic seismograms, as well as the peak particle velocity (PPV) map for first
breaks, are produced to illustrate the ability of the SEM in simulating seismic wave
propagation in models that include interfaces with large topographic variations. The
first model consists of a flat free surface and is referred to as the flat-surface model;
the second model is referred to as bowlshape model because of the bowl-shaped
surface depression; and the last one is inspired by section views of realistic open-pit
mine models with staircase free surface and referred to as the staircase model. In the
staircase model, the bench width and height are 15 m and 19.79 m, respectively, and
the face angle is 56 degrees. The geotechnical ramp width is 40 m and the depth of
the pit is 426.78 m. To compare the effect of surface topography, the same seismic
source mechanism and source-receiver layout, as well as elastic wave properties are
used for the three simulations. The seismic source is given vertically at 676.98 m
depth (i.e., 250 meters below the bottom of the pit) as a Ricker point source with a
dominant frequency of 100 Hz. In order to capture effects of topography on seismic
wave propagation and energy radiation, 82 receivers are unevenly located along
each ground surface over a horizontal offset range of 0 m to 1010 m to the left and
right of the source. The homogeneous P- and S-wave velocities are 5200 m/s and
3200 m/s, and mass density is 2800 kg=m3.
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Figure 8: (a) Geometry of the models described in section 3.2. The size of all models
are approximately equal to 2216 m 1226.98 m. The maximum widths and depths of
both the bowl-shaped and staircase topographical regions are 1616 m and 426.78 m,
respectively. A Ricker point force (denoted by the black star) with a dominant
frequency of 100 Hz is excited vertically at (1108 m, -676.78 m). The recordings of 82
ground stations, located unevenly up to 1010 m offset away from the source, are
plotted in Figure 6. (b) Bench geometry of the staircase model. (c) Unstructured
quadrilateral mesh for the portion of the staircase model shown in (b).
Therefore, the SEM can be naturally applied to exploration and geotechnical
applications as its weak formulation and flexible mesh design make it possible to deal
with model complexities. It shows great potential in simulating seismic wave
propagation more accurately and effectively for some industrial problems compared
to other numerical methods, such as the finite-difference method, the pseudospectral element method, and the traditional low-order finite-element method.

Investigating Reservoir Characteristics by mapping Pwave velocity dispersion
Sun & Milkereit, 2014
Attenuation and velocity dispersion are harmful for seismic imaging as they
narrow the useful frequency band and shift the phases of the wavelets. Such
effects have to be compensated in seismic data processing by means of, for
example, inverse-Q filtering. But meanwhile, they provide special insight into
rock physical properties of the medium, such as permeability, porosity, and
fracture density. By analysing the seismic attributes of attenuation or velocity
dispersion, the rock properties can be extracted at a lower cost and for a larger
area than well logging.
Seismic attenuation and velocity dispersion have been studies for decades. The
early models were phenomenological, derived by introducing damping terms to
Hooke’s law. The first poroelastic model linking attenuation and velocity
dispersion to rock physical properties was the Biot’s model, investigating the
friction between microscopic pores and a pore fluid as the energy dissipation
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mechanism. The attenuation Q–1(f) and velocity dispersion V(f) of this model are
shown in Figure 9, with a single critical frequency fc. Biot’s fc is determined by
the key properties of rock physics:

(1)
f c  Biot 
2 f 

where ϕ is porosity, η is fluid viscosity, ρf is fluid density, and κ is permeability.
Until now, Biot’s theory is still useful in many cases.

Figure 9: A demonstration of seismic attenuation (blue line) and velocity
dispersion (red line) of single fc models.
Many other poroelastic models have been developed, such as the squirt flow and
the WIFF models. Such a model deals with one or a few mechanisms of energy
dissipation and usually has a dominant fc as a function of various rock physical
properties. Different attenuation mechanisms have different fc ranges. In addition
to analytic studies, numerical simulation is necessary for more complicated
scenarios. For example, Rubino and Holligar (2013) modelled the Q–1(f) and V(f)
in a medium with both microscopic and mesoscopic fluid flows induced by
seismic waves. This model has double fc (Figure 10).

Figure 10: A demonstration of seismic attenuation (blue line) and velocity
dispersion (red line) of double fc models, after Rubino & Holligar (2013).
A usual way of measuring Q(f), V(f) is to obtain the readings at a few
frequencies, and fit the sparsely spaced data points for an attenuation model.
This approach can qualitatively verify an attenuation model, but with the large
frequency intervals and error bars, details of the model, such as the fc, are not
conclusive. Nowadays, broadband seismic techniques allow us to further
investigate this problem. For example, Baron & Holligar (2010) measured P
wave velocity dispersion using sonic logging data emitted at multiple nominal
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frequencies. The result compared well with Biot’s theory and is generally
consistent with the laboratory measurements.

Forward modelling study of 2D finite difference
Reverse-Time Migration for downhole seismic data
Shi et al (2014b)
The application of seismic data acquired with receiver located in borehole is not
limited in assisting surface seismic analysis nowadays. Various acquisition methods
(i.e. from near to far offset, cross-well, multi-component receiver) have been
developed for borehole seismic survey, which enables multiple technology for
imaging of borehole seismic data. Few limitations of pre-stack reverse-time depth
migration on reflector dipping angle or source-receiver geometry make itself a
suitable tool for migration of borehole seismic data. This study tests reverse-time
migration based on finite difference (FD) solution of 2D wave equation for applying
on synthetic borehole seismic data generated by different geologic models. Forward
modelling of generating synthetic borehole seismic data was done by solving 2D
elastic wave equation, so the synthetic seismogram is a full-waveform modelling with
presence of both P and S waves and surface waves. Acoustic wave equation is used
for extrapolate the recorded wavefield backwards, and different behavior of events
other than primary P-wave is examined in the discussion of results.
McMechan (1983) and Baysal (1983) introduced a migration process by
extrapolating the recorded wavefield backwards with time using finite difference
solution of 2D acoustic wave equation for synthetic surface zero-offset seismic data.
This process is known as reverse-time migration (RTM). Because of including
paraxial terms that have been approximated during conventional FD migration
algorithms, it is able to accurately locate even 90° dipping reflector. The fullwaveform character of RTM enables preservation of real amplitude of multiple
components (i.e. P-P, P-S wave etc.) during migration process of pre-stack common
shot gather, if appropriate imaging condition and elastic wave equation are
implemented.
The forward modelling for generating synthetic borehole seismic data is done by
SOFI2D (Bohlen, 2002). Three geologic models created are shown in Figure 11. For
each of the model, seismic wavefield is recorded by two types of receiver geometries
shown by Figure 12 a). The non-reflecting absorbing boundary condition and free
surface condition is used in the forward modelling yielding a result with presence of
surface waves. A snapshot at 350ms of acoustic wavefield in the forward modelling is
given in Figure 12b), where 100 grids wide absorbing boundary was added on the
edge of the model. Both Vertical and horizontal component of forward modeling
recorded wavefield are outputted into MATLAB (©Mathworks Inc., 2013) for reverse
time migration.
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Figure 11: Three models created for generating synthetic seismogram in forward
modeling. A) Homogeneous model b) One-layer model with horizontal reflector
c)Three layer model by a normal fault.

Figure 12: a) Two types of borehole receiver location used to record the wavefield in
the forward modeling. Delta-x represents the minimum source-receiver offset for VSP
geometry. B) Snapshot of the acoustic wavefield at 350 ms.

Figure 13: Acoustic example of synthetic seismogram for multiple source-receiver
geometry. A) Record with receiver located in horizontal well b) VSP with minimum
offset delta-x=500m. c) VSP with minimum offset delta-x=1000m d) VSP with
minimum offset delta-x=2500m.
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Figure 14: RTM example of the one-layer model with VSP source-receiver geometry
based on FD solution of 2D acoustic wave equation. a) Snapshot of reversed
wavefield at 400ms away from the end of reverse calculation. b) 300ms c) 200ms d)
Reversed wavefield to time=0.

FD solution of the 2D acoustic wavefield is given by McMechan (1983), which only
predict the behavior of P-wave propagation. Figure 13 shows examples of synthetic
seismograms by acoustic forward modelling. Figure 14 shows an RTM example for
synthetic VSP data using the one-layer-model.
In a single-shot 2D FD acoustic RTM for borehole seismic data, recorded wavefield
can be correctly reversed to the original position; and the migration process is not
limited by the source-receiver geometry or presence of dipping feature (i.e. fault).
Vertical resolution is better than horizontal resolution if VSP source-receiver
geometry is applied, but this effect can be reduced by placing receivers in a
horizontal well. The presence of correctly revered surface reflection is the major
advantage of the borehole seismic survey geometry when applying reverse-time
migration. However, reverse time calculation appear to be sensitive to noise, in
addition, can generate noise by effect such as dispersion at the edge of receiver line.
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Geometry factor for near surface borehole resistivity
surveys: a key to accurate imaging and monitoring
(Guo et al., 2014)
Under ideal conditions, resistivity measurements should be fully repeatable and able
to monitor time varying changes. However, data acquisition system mislocations as
well as borehole deviation effects can raise signification errors that are problematic in
imaging and monitoring target structures. Such errors can be potentially accounted
for by obtaining correct geometry factors. A resistivity profiling survey was conducted
under a lake and the importance of geometry factors in apparent resistivity is
investigated by comparing results with and without taking deviation effect into
account.
For near surface Earth materials within lithostatic pressure, bulk resistivity is not
only controlled by conductive materials, but largely influenced by porosity,
permittivity, fracturing and fluid content (Ward, 1990). In general, porosity,
permittivity and fracturing would increase the rock’s resistivity. Fluid induced into
these open spaces, however, may further complicate the situation by either
increasing (oil) or decreasing (water) the bulk resistivity. Therefore, changes in
bulk resistivity can be used as a good indicator of changes in stress and
structures. Over the last century, surface resistivity surveys have been well
utilized. Nevertheless, electrodes planted on the surface can be heavily
influenced by weather, temperature, and water saturation changes over time.
Consequently, the data can be easily contaminated by noise and thus unreliable
for long term monitoring. In recent years, borehole resistivity has gained more
favour for better depth of investigation, sense of target geometry and
repeatability as conditions down a borehole are much more stable than that of on
the surface. As a result, in addition to mineral exploration, borehole resistivity
methods, both single borehole profiling and cross borehole electrical resistivity
tomography (ERT) have been used extensively in environmental and
geotechnical monitoring.
Although the capability of resistivity methods in dealing with exploration and
monitoring problems has been demonstrated, previous studies generally assume the
boreholes are drilled near vertically and in the same plane for cross borehole ERT.
However, for practical reasons, boreholes are usually not drilled vertically and
different boreholes have different azimuths (for example inclined and horizontal
drilling). Any electrode mislocations could result in systematic errors well above
typical data noise level and borehole deviation effect may cause significant artifacts
in inversion results. Therefore, assuming vertical boreholes rather than the actual
inclined configurations could raise errors that are problematic in resolving high
resolution structures and monitoring long term time-varying changes. We propose
that, for near surface borehole resistivity surveys, accurate array locations and
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correct geometry factors should be obtained to account for borehole deviation effect
and for accurate imaging or monitoring.
For resistivity surveys in near-surface boreholes (both single borehole profiling and
cross borehole ERT), we are dealing with a transition from half-space to full-space
scenarios. On the surface of a homogeneous half-space, all injected currents are
restricted to flow into the Earth. With depth, it transits into to full-space case where
injected currents are free to flow in all directions (Figure 15). As a result, a geometry
factor for full-space case is essentially twice the half-space case.
In order to evaluate the importance of geometry factors on actual data, a
resistivity profiling survey is conducted under a lake at Deep River, northern
Ontario. The borehole cable is laid out at the bottom of the lake which deviates
from horizontal at approximately 10 degrees from the shore to the centre (Figure
16).There are 24 electrodes at 4m spacing lined up along a borehole cable.

Figure 15: Schematic plot of electrode layout at bottom of the lake.

Figure 16: Apparent resistivity pseudo-sections in ohm-m (a) assuming the cable
is laid out horizontally (with horizontal geometry factors ); (b) calculated with
deviation effect and correct geometry factors ; (c) difference between and ). (a),
(b) are in logarithmic scale while (c) is in linear scale.
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Comparing Figure 16 (a) and (b), it is observed that both show a similar resistivity
variation pattern of the materials getting more conductive with depth.
For near surface borehole resistivity surveys, geometry factors transit from half-space
to that of full-space cases as the electrode arrays move from top to bottom of
boreholes. Difference in apparent resistivity calculated with and without correct
geometry factors, especially for near horizontal boreholes, sits well above typical data
noise level. Therefore, in a near surface borehole resistivity survey, it is of great
importance to obtain accurate electrode array locations and correct geometry factors
in order to accurately image or monitor target structures.
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Figure 17: Kun Guo and Dong Shi at the 2014 Geoconvention in Calgary.
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Figure 18: Fieldwork, Borehole Geophysics at Malartic (Quebec), Kun Guo & plenty of
mosquitoes
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